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Purpose
To teach principles of thin film
deposition and materials science to

Deposition
With deposition, scientists and engineers
use equipment that makes atoms fall down

Discussion
Look at the difference between the way the blue
cups and green cups are arranged. Look at the
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students from grades K‐8.

Background

use equipment that makes atoms fall down
on the surface on which the material is to
be built. This is similar to snow falling out
of the sky and covering the ground. This
Materials Machine will give you a little idea
about how deposition works. The plastic
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spaces in between the cups. You should see that
the spaces between the green cups are bigger.
Can you see a repeated pattern in the
arrangement of the cups? Look at the dashed
white lines in the pictures of the blue and green

Materials are used to make everything we
all use everyday. Metal, glass and plastic
are a few examples of different materials
types. All materials are made of small units
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about how deposition works. The plastic
cups are used to represent atoms. Not all
atoms are the same, and different atoms
behave in different ways. Notice that there
are blue cups and green cups. The blue
cups should stack differently than the

cups. If an imaginary line is drawn from the center
of the cups to all of its neighbors, the same shape
repeats. Notice how this shape is different in the
blue cups and the green cups. Count how many
cups are touching each other in the green material

called atoms. Atoms are like the building
blocks with which everything is built.
Materials engineers are people who study
materials. They invent new or improved
materials that are somehow better than
materials available now One way to do this
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green cups. See if you can tell the
difference.

and the blue material. You should see that each
blue cup is touching six other cups. This is typical
for non‐directional bonding, common for most
metals, where atoms are packed in a close
arrangement. Each green cup touches four other

materials available now. One way to do this
is to come up with different ways to stack
atoms which results in different materials.
Atoms are very tiny and are too small to
pick up and put into place, so a common
way of putting atoms into place is

Results
The blue cups should look something like 
this:

cups. This is because these “atoms” have a
preferred direction for their neighbors, called
directional bonding, which is common for ceramics
like diamond or silicon, which is used to make
computer chips. All of these things have an effect

h b h i f h i lway of putting atoms into place is
something called thin film deposition.
Deposition has applications for optics,
electronics, batteries, fuel cells, solar panels
and many other applications.

spaces between 
the cups

The green cups should look something like 
this:

on the behavior of the material.

Conclusion
Deposition is one technique used to arrange

spaces between 
the cups
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atoms to make new materials. Different atoms
form different patterns. A variety of different
materials with different properties can be made.


